
HOME SINGING 
STUDIO

SET UP YOUR

Video Companion Worksheet

T H E  E A S Y  W A Y



What type of set-up 
is right for you?

Good:

Better:

Best: 

affordable and straightforward, 
easy to set up

semi-professional, mid-range cost, 
some set-up time needed

professional, more investment, 
moderate set-up time needed

room/studio space

device with a camera* 

separate device to play 
accompaniment track** 

Good

*(iPhone/SmartPhone/tablet/iPad/Mac/webcam)

**(if you’re not accompanying yourself on piano or guitar already).
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room/studio space with soundproofing

device with a camera*

separate device to play accompaniment track**

USB Mic Recommended:

Better

Blue Yeti (approx. $100)

Rode NT-USB (approx. $169)

Blue Snowball iCE (approx. $50)

Shure MV5 (approx. $100)

closed-back headphones

ring light

*(iPhone/SmartPhone/tablet/iPad/Mac/webcam)

**(if you’re not accompanying yourself on piano or guitar already).
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room/studio space with soundproofing

device with a camera* or camera Recommended:

mic stand

closed-back headphones

audio interface

pop filter

DAW 

Olympus E-M5 Mark III

Sony ZV-1

Canon PowerShot G7 X Mark III

Sony A6400

Shure SM7B, dynamic, MJ, $399 (Danielle Recommended)

AKG C414 XLII, condenser, most expensive but best overall

Rode NTK, tube condenser, vintage sound, $529

Aston Spirit, Condenser, high quality, and affordable rising 
star, $449

Shure Super 55, dynamic, the Elvis mic, eye-catching and 
impressive for the stage, $249

Shure SM58, dynamic, veteran gold standard stage mic, $99

*(iPhone/SmartPhone/tablet/iPad/Mac/webcam)

**(if you’re not accompanying yourself on piano or guitar already).

separate device to play accompaniment track**

ring light

dynamic or condenser mic Recommended

Best
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Private

Quiet

Well Lit

Preferably Carpeted

Comfortable

Limit reflective surfaces

Limit distractions (phones, televisions, barking dogs, etc.)

Decor that reflects your style makes you happy and looks good 
on camera

Add acoustic treatment like baffling foam pieces.

Hang up a duvet behind you and curve it around the sides of the mic

Position yourself in the middle of the room to reduce sound reflecting off 
walls and windows.

There are many vocal isolation products, so depending on your area and 
budget experiment with a few things to find out what works best in your 
environment. Spending time on this will be well worth the effort.

What makes 
a good studio 
space?

Soundproof Your Space
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Position your camera across 
the room from you so that 
you are in the full frame of 
the picture, whether that be 
shoulders up, waist up, or 
full body. 

Make sure the top of your 
head is not cut off or that 
your legs or arms are not 
cutoff in an awkward way

If you are playing an 
instrument make sure it is in 
the frame

Anything beyond 6 to 8 feet 
from the recording device is 
too far

Make sure that your face 
is well lit and not casting 
any strange or distracting 
shadows.

Take a few test shots to 
make sure you have an ideal 
frame capturing your image

Recording
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Dynamic mics are the kind you see on 
stage most often, where the sound is 
aimed down the front of the mic. These 
can handle louder sounds since they’re 
less sensitive, not only to volume but to 
damage in general. These mics do not 
need an added power source to use 
them.

Condenser mics are the kind you usually 
see in recording studios. The sound is 
aimed at the side of these mics, which 
is why you see some of them pointing 
to the ceiling and some hanging upside 
down because it doesn’t matter as long 
as the right side is aimed at the sound 
source

How to 
Choose a Mic

What is the primary use for your mic? ____________________________

Do you need a bright, neutral, or dark mic?________________________

What noises do you want to pick up?_____________________________

What environment are you using the mic in?________________________

What is your budget?_________________________________________
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Studio Space
Microphones 
Phantom Power
Pickup Patterns
Gain Staging Levels 
Microphone Frequency Response
Switches
Cables
Choosing a Professional Mic
Where To Shop
What You Need To Use a Mic
Mic Techniques
How To Prepare for Recording
Rest and Vocal Health
Booking A Professional Studio
What to Bring to the Studio
What to wear in the Studio
Warm-ups
Rituals & Vibes
Soundcheck 
Getting Your Headphone Mix Right
Playlists and Compiling Vocal Takes
Vocal Layering and Harmonies
Punch Recordings
Working With A Producer
Delivering a Great Performance in the 
Studio
Diction & Style
Playback - How To Analyze Your Vocal 
Recording

Learn 
what the 
pros know 
about

Stay connected on social media for more free resources
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Take the next step towards becoming a recording artist with “The Singer’s 
Guide to Recording Awesome Vocals Anywhere” 

Available at www.DanielleTucker.com

https://www.facebook.com/vocalcoachdanielletucker/
https://www.instagram.com/danielletuckersinger/
https://twitter.com/dtuckersinger
https://www.youtube.com/user/Sngngrl

